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Spring 2013 

YOUR Society needs YOU! 

Twelve ways to get involved in 2013 

1. Become the treasurer!  Alasdair, after 

many years service for which we are all 

very thankful, is standing down at the 

AGM.  It isn’t a very onerous task, but it is 

a vital one.  Can you help? 

2. Help with the Welwyn Heritage Trail.  De-

tails in this newsletter. 

3. Help with the Sensing the Iron Age and 

Roman Past of Hertfordshire project.  

Again, details below. 

4. Attend the Remote Sensing in Archaeology 

course at Verulamium being held from the 

8th to 12th July 2013.  Details below. 

5. Fix the shed!  The Society’s store is cur-

rently at the bottom of Tony’s garden.  The 

roof needs re-felting but some of the 

timberwork has gone rotten and needs re-

placing.  Quotes for the repair have been 

beyond the Society’s means.  Anyone out 

there good with that sort of thing? 

6. Come on the coach trip.  Many WAS out-

ings have been cancelled of late due to low 

ticket sales.  This used to be a major part of 

the WAS social scene and it would be a 

shame to lose them altogether.  Bring your 

friends, and advertise it to other local 

groups. 

7. Oral history is currently a terribly fashion-

able activity.  As well as work for the Heri-

tage Trail, it would be wonderful to record 

the memories of those involved in the early 

work of the Society.  Training for oral his-

tory will be available through the Continu-

ing to Dig project at UCL. 

8. Help scanning our cuttings archive.  Tony 

has a large archive of newspaper cuttings 

about the work of the society.  We would 

really like to get these scanned and added 

to our website. 

9. Come to the pottery group.  Held once a 

month at Mill Green Museum, the pottery 

group working is through our backlog of 

material. 

10. Suggest a speaker, or offer a talk.  Daphne 

does a wonderful job of putting together 

our programme, but we are always after 

new speakers. 

11. Help man the booths.  We will be having a 

stand at the Roman Day on the 30th June, 

can you come and help? 

12. Find new members!  Recommend the Soci-

ety to family, friends and colleagues.  

Due to our speaker on the 8th being unable to 

make it, and the Chair having to be on a plane to 

Australia on the 22nd, we have swapped the last 

two meetings.  The AGM will, therefore, be 

on the 8th March 2013 at 7.45pm.  If you wish 

to stand for election, or have any matters you 

wish to put on the agenda, please contact Kris 

on 01582 831946 as soon as possible.  Chris 

Lydamore will be speaking on the 22nd March 

about “Cooking in the Roman style (and why 

you would want to do it!)”.  Chris has spoken to 

us before and it should be an entertaining talk. 

IMPORTANT CHANGES AND AGM ANNOUNCEMENT 
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Editorial by Kris Lockyear, Director. 

The past year has been eventful. In this 

newsletter we have a report on our conference, 

which went very well despite a fire alarm and 

twenty minutes standing in the rain.  We also 

have information about the upcoming Welwyn 

Heritage Tour and the Sensing the Iron Age and 

Roman Past of Hertfordshire projects.   

As I am sure you are all aware, Merle Rook 

passed away last summer.  We have a celebra-

tion of her life written by Sylvia Rook.  Merle 

was an active member of the Society and many 

of you will remember her entertaining lectures 

and delicious biscuits.  I, personally, will always 

remember her infectious smile.  Merle was also 

a dedicated diarist and had spent a long time 

extracting passages about the Society so that we 

could write a history 

of WAS.  I will be including it in the conference 

publication if I can compress many notebooks 

into a single article! 

The Handling Archaeological Finds course 

run at Mill Green Museum last July was funded 

by the AHRC’s Connected Communities 

scheme.  UCL was successful in obtaining a 

grant for a project entitled Dig where you stand 

of which our course was but one part.  A num-

ber of specialists came to teach classes in ani-

mal bones (Louise Martin), conservation (James 

Hales), Roman pottery (Clare Lewis and Anna 

Doherty), drawing (Francis Saxton), coins and 

photography (myself).  Our thanks go to Mill 

Green Museum for hosting the event, to our vis-

iting specialists, and to those members who 

made it possible, especially Ellen Shlasko, Jon 

Wimhurst, and Clare Lewis. 

This leads me neatly into the problem of “the 

shed.”  The Society’s store for artefacts and 

equipment is currently a shed at the bottom of 

Tony Rook’s garden.  In the long-term we need 

an entirely new store, but meanwhile we have 

an urgent short term problem — the roof leaks.  

Simply nailing on a new layer of felt won’t 

solve it this time.  Some of the timbers are rot-

ten and need replacing.  Does anyone have the 

necessary building skills to take on this project? 

Rain featured in our dig at Broom Hall Farm, 

too.  We decided to excavate two trenches in the 

field called “No Man’s Friend” to check the 

ditches found in our magnetometry survey con-

tinue into that field.  The outer ditch did con-

tinue but the inner ditch seems absent.  Our dig-

ging activities were severely curtailed by the 

rain: the hole literally filled up to the brim with 

water.  Although it seems unlikely we will be 

digging this summer, the Chess Valley society 

are looking for volunteers, see the back page. 

As usual, we had a stand at the Roman Day 

at Welwyn Baths.  Children made badges, we 

demonstrated our archaeological skills, and Ro-

mans came dressed in tin and flannel (if not 

quite across the channel on this occasion).  The 

end of the day was marked by a perfectly timed 

rain storm, what else? 

Above: Louise 

Martin teaches 

animal bone identi-

fication. Left: 

trench 5 at Broom 

Hall Farm showing 

the outer ditch of 

the enclosure with 

an annoying tree 

root for good 

measure. 

Romans and rain 

at the Welwyn 

Baths in June. 
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The Welwyn Heritage Tour 
Ellen Shlasko 

As many of you already know, WAS has 

received funding from the Heritage Lottery 

Fund to produce a self-guided and online ver-

sion of Rook’s Tour.  Several times a year Tony 

Rook, founder and president of the Welwyn 

Archaeological Society, leads a historical walk-

ing tour of Welwyn village.  These tours are 

very popular, but Tony can’t spend all his time 

leading groups around the village!  We decided 

to come up with a way to make the tour avail-

able more often and to a wider audience. 

The grant from the Heritage Lottery Fund, 

part of a program called “All Our Stories”, will 

allow us to produce a heritage tour based on 

Rook’s Tour.  At the heart of the project is a 

recording of Tony leading the tour.   The re-

cording will be edited and uploaded to a web-

site.  Also on the site will be a range of materi-

als that complement and enhance the video, 

such as historic maps, old photographs, film, 

etc. 

All of this material will be accessible in vari-

ous ways: 

 There will be simple leaflets with a map of 

the village and small blurbs on the history 

of various sites.   These will be available 

free-of-charge at the church and other loca-

tions in the village. 

 We hope to get permission to place a large 

information board with a similar map and 

additional information in a prominent loca-

tion in the village. 

 There will be the website with video of 

Tony Rook, historic photos and other docu-

ments, film, interviews with members of 

the community, and other material. 

 We will use QR codes (those square bar-

codes that have started popping up all over) 

that can be scanned with a smart phone or 

tablet to access online content. 

Over the coming few months, WAS mem-

bers will be preparing the content for the web-

site, including finding and scanning images and 

getting copyright approval, taking new photo-

graphs of the village, making videos, interview-

ing village residents, working with the Parish 

Council to get planning permis-

sion, working with the school to 

involve local children… the list of 

chores goes on!  We have held 

one planning meeting, before last 

week’s lecture, and are getting 

started with projects.  There is lots 

to do, so if you are interested in 

participating, contact Ellen on 

01582 831946. 

Welwyn High Street.  The top 

image is a postcard which was 

sent in 1933.  The bottom image 

was taken during the Welwyn 

Festival in June 2009 
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The aim of the project is to carry out a lim-

ited programme of non-intrusive survey and 

limited excavation, while learning on the job, 

and you have just ʻtwo daysʼ to do it (sorry 

Tony). 

My involvement with the Time Team Club 

weekends came about as a result of a 70th birth-

day present - membership of the online club. 

The two day evaluations were organized primar-

ily for club members and seemed a good way of 

practical learning and complementary to the 

online course in archaeological techniques that I 

had signed up for. The weekends were entirely 

organized on the internet with a little phone in-

put. 

The first weekend was based at Quintrell 

Downs, near Newport, Cornwall and involved a 

group of fifteen to twenty people including sev-

eral TT people. We were all very different but 

were united by love of archaeology and of the 

opinion that TT, apart from being an exciting 

programme, was of educational value. We soon 

became a team, which I think was down to co-

ordinating skills of Tim Taylor. 

 

On day one we were based at Trerice, a 

lovely Tudor National Trust property near to the 

site, where we introduced to desk based assess-

ment — pouring over maps, and studying posi-

tion in relation to surrounding sites, place names 

and features. The site was nicknamed the 

‘Mickey Mouse’ site because an aerial photo 

showed a large circle with two ‘ears’. 

Trerice provided us with a fantastic lunch, 

which was in fact a full meal. The afternoon 

was again full of information including John 

Gater’s first geofizz results followed by a cream 

tea — two huge scones with lashings of jam and 

cream. The effect of the food and the intense 

information was somewhat soporific — I don't 

think we were the best audience for the tour of a 

Tudor Manor ever, but the mulled apple juice 

was good and the house interesting. A lot of us 

were regretting signing up for a pub meal after-

wards, but it had to be eaten. The pub held a 

quiz which the group won, but I had no part in 

that as I slunk off back to the hotel (it was well 

past my bedtime, and I had had about a week’s 

worth of food and drink). 

 

Time Team, Travel and Trerice! 
Jill Ostler 
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Day two was in the field and included field 

walking but not a lot of importance was found, 

one piece of possibly Iron Age pot and a lot of 

Cornish stone masquerading as such. Also, 

small trench was dug under the eagle eye of 

Phil, on an area highlighted by John's geofizz, 

and found a possible feature and post hole. A 

couple of metal detectorists turned up — they 

were known to Danni. 

In the evening, Tim summed up the weekend 

and thanked everyone involved and John came 

back with his final results — Mickey Mouse! 

The second club weekend was based at Did-

cot, Oxford. We were pretty much the same 

group — all the usual suspects, as the police 

would say. There was much speculation as to 

actually where the site was. On my (1970s) map 

there was a site marked Roman building — 

canʼt be there I thought, too obvious. It was, as 

it was not marked on the more up to date edition 

of the map. 

In the 1960s, an excavation had been carried 

out and indicated a substantial Roman building, 

a drawing survived but the actual position was 

lost. We began again with talks etc., the indoor 

stuff, but were soon fieldwalking the part of the 

site which had growing crop. This time finds 

were plentiful — we had to use the washing 

bowls to hold the large quantities of Roman 

building materials we were picking up! 

John was, meanwhile ploughing on with 

geofizz to try and locate the building in the 

drawing. In the non-cropped part of the site a 

small trench and several test pits were dug and 

part of the trench reached the Roman layer. 

Meanwhile, back at the village hall the washing 

and processing of finds was carried out and 

some of the more interesting and diagnostic 

kept while the rest were returned to the original 

field (position marked). This site became the 

first full three day programme filmed this year. 

The club weekends were voted a great suc-

cess and I have no doubt that ‘all the usual sus-

pectsʼ will meet again in the autumn. 
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Merle Rook — a celebration 
Sylvia Rook 

This is a shortened version of the eulogy Sylvia 

delivered at Merle’s funeral which she edited 

for the Welwyn Magazine for October.  She has 

kindly given me permission to reproduce it here. 

 

One of the first things that people noticed about 

Merle was the fact that she was extremely short 

– most of her life as a teacher she was 4’ 11½, 

but as she got older, and had a hip replacement, 

she was more like 4’ 8½. Being so short could 

be a problem for a teacher, but she certainly 

held her own and generated respect with her 

pupils. 

Merle was born on 22nd August 1935 in 

Sale, Greater Manchester. An only child, she 

was a quiet and conscientious schoolgirl, excel-

lent at recitation, and a good actress, and her 

love of English and drama led to her choice of 

degree and career. Although she intended to go 

to London University, the death of her father at 

the time of her A-levels, meant that she decided 

to stay closer to her mother, going to study Eng-

lish at Leicester University. 

This decision changed the whole direction of 

her life, as she met Tony, a bearded mature stu-

dent, who had just been demobbed from the 

RAF. She always said that he was the most 

amazing man she had ever met and they quickly 

became inseparable, doing almost everything 

together for 58 years. They made a great team, 

with Merle making most of the important deci-

sions, both financial and otherwise. 

Merle and Tony graduated in 1957, and mar-

ried in 1959, before moving to Welwyn Garden 

City when Tony found a research post in Wel-

wyn. Merle got a job teaching English at 

Heronswood for one term, followed by a perma-

nent post at the Grammar School (now Stanbor-

ough). 

Merle was happy to embrace Tony’s passion 

for archaeology, and in 1960 was with Tony 

when he found the Roman tiles in the River 

Mimram at Lockleys, leading to the excavation 

of the Roman Bath House. The digging team 

became the Welwyn Archaeological Society. 

In around 1962 Tony was offered the post as 

Head of Science at Sherrardswood School and 

Merle and Tony, plus their newly arrived 

daughter, Kate, set up home in the Lodge, Lock-

leys on the Hertford Road. The lack of local 

shops meant a heavy reliance on bicycles and 

buses, and became even more complicated after 

the arrival of Sylvia in 1964. 

Fed up with lugging pushchairs on and off 

buses, and seats on two bicycles Merle decided 

it was time to get a car, and bought a second 

hand mini clubman, passing her driving test first 

time at the age of 35. From then on she ferried 

the family (and assorted archaeologists and 

wheelbarrows) everywhere, remaining Tony’s 

‘personal chauffeur until earlier this year, when 

illness meant she was no longer able to drive. 

Archaeology absorbed much of Merle and 

Tony’s spare time over the years, and Merle 

effectively became ‘mother figure’ to genera-

tions of diggers over the years. She made nu-

merous biscuits, both for archaeological society 

meetings and for tired diggers, and the kettle 

was always on for anyone 

wanting a brew. 

In 1970, Tony left his job at 

Sherrardswood, necessitat-

ing a move of house, and the 

family ended up in ‘the old-

est council house ever’ – the 

Old Rectory, which they 

Merle Rook at the bottom 

of the ditch at Great Hum-

phreys. 

 

All photos by Tony Rook. 
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bought soon after. Merle adored the house. She 

loved the location, the garden, the beams and 

the sense of history, and shortly before she died 

she was lying in her hospital bed in the dining 

room, looking up at the beams and out of the 

window and saying how lucky she was to be in 

such a beautiful place.  

Merle retired from teaching early due to 

stress, allowing her to serve on the PCC and the 

Fabric Committee, and as a NADFAS church 

recorder. She was a prolific writer and friends 

and family loved receiving her expressive let-

ters. She was also a talented artist designing 

many of the Welwyn Magazine covers, as well 

as the church Christmas and Easter cards. 

Merle would not want to be 

defined by her illnesses, but had 

more than her fair share, suffer-

ing from breast, bowel and bone 

cancers as well as a heart condi-

tion. In June of this year, two 

vertebrae shifted, pressing onto 

a nerve, meaning she was un-

able to walk any more and be-

came bedridden. 

 

The Weaver 

(Author Unknown) 

My life is but a weaving between my God and me. 

I do not choose the colours. He worketh steadily. 

Oftimes he weaveth sorrow and I, in foolish pride, 

Forget he sees the upper and I the underside. 

Not till the loom is silent and the shuttles cease to fly 

Will God unroll the canvas and explain the reasons why. 

The dark threads are as needful in the skillful weaver’s hand 

As the threads of gold and silver in the patterns He has planned. 

Many people have talked about Merle’s 

‘courageous struggle’ but she never saw it like 

that. She was content with what God had given 

her, and she never complained, even apparently 

enjoying the compulsory bed rest in the last few 

weeks. Merle saw the beauty (and humour) in 

everything, loving the flowers in the garden and 

even the beauty of her iridescent purple mor-

phine tablets! She was kind and loving and had 

a knack of making other people feel special. 

The following poem was one she carried 

around with her, and sums up her view of life, 

her positive attitude, and her ability to see the 

beauty in everything. 

Merle with one of the baby skeletons from Great Humphreys (left) and the Aston Mirror (right). 
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Sensing the Iron Age and Roman Past in 
Hertfordshire  

Kris Lockyear 

In recent years, academia has been to keen to 

demonstrate that the research it undertakes has 

positive “impacts” beyond the ivory towers (or 

in my case the 1950s office block) we inhabit.  

As someone who wears two hats — Director of 

the Society and Senior Lecturer at the Institute 

of Archaeology — this latest hoop through 

which we have to jump has some positive as-

pects, principally in the form of new grant 

schemes from which the Society can benefit.  

The Handling Archaeological Finds course we 

ran last summer was funded by one such 

scheme, and its follow-up is providing assis-

tance with the Welwyn Heritage Tour. 

There was a third grant scheme which aimed 

to provide money for new, collaborative re-

search projects involving “Community Heri-

tage” groups, i.e., societies like WAS.  After 

many emails and some late nights I submitted 

an application to run a project in Hertfordshire.  

The project has the support of the Hertfordshire 

Historic Environment Unit, St Albans Muse-

ums, St Albans District Council, Welwyn Hat-

field Museums, the St Albans and Hertfordshire 

Architectural and Archaeological Society, the 

North Hertfordshire Archaeological Society, 

Welwyn Hatfield Young Archaeologists Club 

and the St Albans Young Archaeologists Club 

as well as WAS and UCL.  Much to my amaze-

ment, the application was successful.  Since the 

application, other societies have been asked to 

collaborate in this exciting venture. 

The project has two parts.  The first is to un-

dertake magnetometry surveys of as many late 

Iron Age and Roman period sites in the county 

as we can between now and the end of next 

January.  The project is buying a cart-based 

magnetometer from Foerster.  This machine 

surveys a 2m wide swathe on each run and uses 

an odometer instead of a timer.  This means that 

it is easier to use and much faster than the more 

common type of magnetometer one carries.  It 

takes a team of three, or at most four people, to 

conduct a survey: one person using the cart and 

rest laying in the grid.  Our aim is to train as 

many people as possible from the various 

groups involved.  The more people involved, 

the more sites we can survey and the fewer days 

any individual would have to commit to.  Ellen 

Shlasko will be organising the day to day run-

ning of the project and will maintain an online 

diary to which volunteers can sign up.  How 

many days we are in the field, whether those are 

week days or weekends, and where the sites are, 

depends on input from the members of the pro-

ject.  To have your name added to our list of 

volunteers please contact Ellen on hertsgeosur-

vey@gmail.com or telephone 01582 831946. 

So what are we going to survey?  Never 

short on ambition, we are planning to survey as 

much of Verulamium as we can, hopefully all of 

it depending on permissions.  Verulamium, the 

A Foerster magnetome-

try cart in action near 

Ogallala, Nebraska.  

The project will be get-

ting a similar machine 

but with four sensors. 
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third biggest town in Roman Britain after Lon-

don and Cirencester, has never had a compre-

hensive survey.  After that, we will choose a 

selection of sites across the county aiming to 

survey at least a couple of each type, i.e., villa, 

temple, rural, industrial.  The Herts HER are 

going to help us choose sites using the database 

and aerial survey evidence available to them.  

We are having a planning meeting on the 9th 

March, contact Ellen if you would like to come.  

As part of the project, we have to maintain a 

project blog, Facebook page, website, etc.  If 

anyone involved wishes to write some blog en-

tries or contribute their thoughts about the pro-

ject please let us know. 

At the end of the project we need to decide 

what it all means and publish the results.  We 

will have a small conference to show everyone 

the results and are aiming to publish them in the 

online journal Internet Archaeology so that we 

can all see the outcomes.  I will be looking for 

input both into the interpretation of individual 

surveys, and in putting the evidence together.  

This should be fun! 

The crop mark at Datch-

worth Green seen from the 

air in 1997.  The project 

intends to survey as many 

of these types of site as we 

can.  Photo: Tony Rook. 

The second part of the project is a one week 

course in Remote Sensing for Archaeologists.  

The course will be free to community heritage 

group members (apart from the cost of lunch) 

and will run from the 8th through 12th July 2013 

at Verulamium Museum and Park.  Various ex-

perts in their fields, including three colleagues 

from the US, are coming to teach the course, 

which will include magnetometry, resistance 

survey, ground penetrating radar, magnetic sus-

ceptibility, aerial photography, and how to get 

an HLF grant.  The course will consist of class-

based sessions in the mornings and practical 

sessions in the afternoons.  Hopefully, we can 

collect some useful data to enhance the magne-

tometry survey.  This will be a very public event 

and will attract some excellent publicity for the 

project and the Society.  If you want to book a 

place, contact Ellen at the address/phone num-

ber above.  

Larry Conyers (left), 

Rinita Dalan (above left)

and Jarrod Burks (above) 

will be helping teach the 

course. 
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Alan published this review of the conference 

on the Heritage Action website and kindly gave 

us permission to reproduce it here. 

 

Living in North London as I do, Hertford-

shire is the first county I usually hit when trav-

elling – the M25 being my nearest motorway 

junction. Welwyn Garden City is also on a di-

rect train line from home, so when I saw a con-

ference advertised (one of the first events in this 

year’s Festival of Archaeology), it seemed like a 

‘must attend’ event. 

The conference was organised by 

the Welwyn Archaeological Society with the 

title “Archaeology in Hertfordshire: Recent Re-

search”, and was held in honour of founder 

Tony Rook’s 80th birthday. We previewed the 

event here on the Journal last month. 

I headed off early for the train, entrance fee 

in hand and arrived at the Terrace Suite in the 

Campus West complex in good time – in fact, I 

was the first attendee to arrive! At least I as-

sured my place, having failed to pre-book.  

In no time at all, the room filled up nicely – 

65 people attended, and Kris Lockyear, Director 

of the Society, kicked off the proceedings with 

his introductory message. This was followed 

swiftly by John Baker with the first talk of the 

day: “Hertfordshire Hundreds: Names and 

Places”.  Unfortunately this was cut short less 

than 10 minutes in by the building fire alarm 

sounding! We were all evacuated to stand in the 

car park in the rain. A fire service vehicle at-

tended and after 15 minutes or so, we were al-

lowed to return to the room, where John bravely 

continued his talk, an interesting look at some 

of the known and likely early ‘hundred’ places 

in Hertfordshire for early forms of government, 

first documented in AD 939, but possibly utilis-

ing much earlier gathering places. 

Stewart Bryant from the Herts HER then 

gave a talk: “A nice place to live: settlement and 

landscape in Hertfordshire from 1500 to 100 

BC”. The period chosen was looked upon as the 

‘formative period’ for settlement within the 

county, and the point was made that the number 

of known settlement sites has increased by some 

300% since 1990 – roughly equal to the period 

of Developer-funded Archaeology. Much was 

made of the geology of the area, very few sites 

having been found on the London Clay areas – 

as Stewart said, “Eskimos have hundreds of 

words for snow, we have the same for clay!” but 

Tony Rook later in the day commented that 

“distribution maps only show where archaeolo-

gists have been”. The fact remains that a great 

deal of evidence of the later prehistoric in Herts 

survives. Much more than we currently know. 

After a short coffee break (strong cof-

fee!), Isobel Thompson posed the question 

“When was the Roman conquest in Hertford-

shire?” The standard answer is ‘AD 43’, but 

Isobel’s talk centered on several facts that sug-

gest this is wrong. For instance, burials have 

been found in early Verulamium dated to AD 43

-53, but burials were not allowed inside Roman 

towns, so it could not have been ‘Roman’ at this 

time. It was suggested thatVerulamium may 

have originally been founded to control distribu-

tion of iron ore from the west – overlaying later 

Roman roads on an Iron Age map of the Herts 

area strongly suggests some re-engineering of 

earlier trackways. An amusing postcard was 

displayed, dated from 1907, showing Britons 

surrendering to Caesar, and for some reason the 

Britons are all dressed as Vikings! But as to the 

original question, no definitive date can be 

given, and AD 43 “cannot be considered a use-

ful marker”. 

A team of three shared the next talk, which 

covered the “Dig Where We Stand” project, 

funded by the HLF. Sarah Dhanjal gave an 

overview of the project, which covers not just 

archaeology but all aspects of community heri-

tage. Gabe Moshenska then gave details of the 

Hendon School Project, where students were 

given the chance to do ‘real archaeology’; sur-

veying, digging and post-ex. Finally, Kris 

Lockyear explained how setting up a ‘Handling 

Archaeological Finds’ course held locally pro-

vided experience of different aspects of post-ex, 

and coincidentally provided a good opportunity 

to sort the finds archive! The point was pressed 

that local archaeological socities are community 

heritage. 

Leading up to lunch, Keith Fitzpatrick-

Matthews gave a talk entitled “Local landscapes 

for local people? The significance of the Bal-

Archaeology in Hertfordshire:  

Recent Research 
Alan Simkins 
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dock bowl”, and highlighted several sites within 

the Baldock area including the earliest monu-

ment in the area, a 7m wide (narrow) cursus, 

and a 55m diameter henge which if considered 

an early ‘formative henge’ is the most easterly 

yet found. The concentration of neolithic monu-

ments and finds in the area prompted Keith to 

say “it’s like someone dumped a lump of Salis-

bury Plain in Hertfordshire!” Of course, the ‘R’ 

word was used and it was suggested that the 

area may have been somewhere that communi-

ties came together for various purposes. 

After a shortened lunch (due to the earlier 

evacuation), Anne Rowe provided an insight 

into the history of tree use with “In praise of 

pollards – living archaeology”. Pollards are 

trees which have their branches ‘harvested’, 

usually around head height or so, on a regular 

basis over many years. As Anne said, “wielding 

an axe at the top of a ladder is not easy, or so 

I’m told!” It was interesting to hear of the vast 

swathes of pollards, mostly now gone, which 

were used to provide fuel, and to see examples 

of many surviving pollard areas – something to 

look out for when travelling around as many 

pollarded hornbeams and some oak still survive. 

Simon West, in “Out of Town, and on the 

Edge?’ evaluated recent findings and evidence 

for Romanisation within the Verulamium area, 

particularly concentrating upon the situation of 

the Folly Lane burial and its continued impor-

tance into the Roman era. 

Tony Rook, guest of honour on the occasion 

of his 80th birthday, then made an appearance 

and regaled us with entertaining tales of his 

early years at Lullingstone Villa, his later im-

portant finds in the Welwyn Garden City area 

using what he described as ‘snatch and grab’ 

archaeology (getting on site using the phrase 

“I’ve come about the drains…”!)  which gave a 

brief snapshot of some highlights of his career. 

Kris Lockyear made a small presentation to 

Tony on behalf of the WAS, which led us nicely 

into the afternoon tea break. 

Suitably refreshed, Pete Boyer provided 

some details about “Recent excavations at Sta-

tion Road, Watton-at-Stone”. The dig covers 

many eras, with prehistoric flints and pottery, a 

Roman ditch, and an Anglo Saxon ‘enigma’ all 

coming to the fore. 4.5kg of Anglo-Saxon pot-

tery (mostly dated AD 600–800) is a significant 

find for the Herts area. The dig provided lots of 

funerary evidence, but no sign of an associated 

settlement – maybe this was lost under the 

nearby railway line? 

To close the day, Kris Lockyear told us 

about the dig close to the last presentation, “The 

late Iron Age and Roman site at Six Acres, Wat-

ton-at-Stone”.  After a collection of nearby 

metal detector finds, the field in question had 

been used for teaching geofizz and showed 

some interesting results. As Kris noted, “the 

only constant in archaeology is Sod’s Law”: a 

modern water pipe dissects the junction of four 

promising features, but there is a lot more work 

still to do on the site which has provided a se-

lection of Iron Age and Roman pottery. 

And that wrapped up an enjoyable and edu-

cational day. I’ll be honest and say that I didn’t 

know there was such a breadth of archaeology 

in Hertfordshire – it’s all too easy to focus on 

the visible and forget about the rest, but the 

signs are there if you know what to look for! 

There are plans to issue the conference proceed-

ings at a later date, watch the society website for 

details of that. 

Tony opens his birthday present at the confer-

ence. 

Tony Rook’s latest book 

on Roman Building tech-

niques has recently been 

published.  A highly rec-

ommended read and 

excellent value.  Avail-

able from all good book 

stores. 
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The Badge 

When I first joined the Society, one could buy a 

lovely brass enamelled badge.  In fact, the mem-

bership leaflet stated that we were “entitled to 

wear” it.  I bought one and wore it proudly, but 

as with so many teenage possessions, I know 

not where it is now.  Daphne very kindly gave 

me her spare badge, and it has often been com-

mented on at work and at conferences.  I have 

looked into having a new set made.  If I did, 

would you be interested in buying one?  They’ll 

probably cost a little over £5.  Please let me 

know and if there is enough interest we will get 

a new batch made. 

Excavation opportunity 

The Chess Valley Archaeological Society 
(www.cvahs.org.uk) carries out surveys and 

excavations in Buckinghamshire and Hertford-

shire.  This year our target is an earthwork en-

closure at Whelpley Hill on the Bucks/Herts 

border; currently scheduled and listed as an 

Early Iron Age or medieval, defended enclo-

sure, 700 BC to AD 1539.  This site has not 

been excavated previously although attempts 

have been made to plough it out.  Our resistance 

and magnetometry survey data look interesting 

and hint that the earthwork may be earlier than 

suggested.  Work will be carried out in two 

phases and volunteers are very welcome. Con-

tact me before the 10th March if you would like 

to be involved in the March phase. 

Excavations: Phase 1: March 20th to c. April 

8th; Phase 2: June 3rd to 23rd 

Nearest towns: Chesham, Bovingdon and He-

mel Hempstead 

Contact:  

Yvonne Edwards (CVAHS Field Work Officer) 

yvonneh_edwards@btinternet.com 

Imagine a Roman 

Close your eyes and imagine that a Roman has 

just walked into the room.  Is your Roman wear-

ing lorica segmentata — the archetypal Roman 

armour?  Or is your Roman dressed in a toga?  

How many of you imagined a woman? Or a 

child? Or even a slave?  As many of you are 

aware, Welwyn Roman Baths contains two life-

size statues of a bather and a stoker, both male.  

They are, of course, portraits of Tony Rook and 

Mike Heasman.  In order to restore the balance, 

Tony has commissioned a statue of Merle to 

join the two existing figures.  There will be a 

grand unveiling at the end of May. 

Coach outing 

We are organising an outing to Dover, probably 

on the 1st June 2013.  Details will be available 

at the AGM and the last meeting, on the web-

site, etc. For tickets, please contact Clare Lewis 

on clarelew@hotmail.co.uk, 01920 830798. 

And finally... 

A long-standing WAS tradition has been the 

Christmas Party held at the Old Rectory in Wel-

wyn and this season was no exception.  Many 

thanks to Tony Rook for hosting the party, and 

Ellen and Clare for undertaking the catering.  

Great fun was had by all. 

I hope to see you all at the various events 

being held over the summer, it should be an ex-

citing year and one which brings together many 

groups interested in the archaeology of our 

lovely county.  Our autumn lecture season is 

being put together as I write, keep an eye on our 

web pages or Facebook page. 

Kris Lockyear 

 


